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Since 1941, we have provided the world with practical and dependable holemaking 
solutions. We are proud to offer our skills and knowledge to help take the 

automotive industry into the future. Call one of our holemaking specialists today.

Allied Machine & Engineering Co. (Europe) Ltd  
93 Vantage Point, Pensnett Estate, Kingswinford, West Midlands, DY6 7FR, England

+44 (0)1384 400 900   |  enquiries.eu@alliedmachine.com  |  www.alliedmachine.com
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Let us prove it...

Automotive Solutions
by Allied Machine

As more and more people take to the road every day, the demand for quality parts at a faster rate is constantly 
growing.  With automotive solutions by Allied Machine, you can increase productivity, reduce time, and minimize 
scrap - all while generating higher quality parts.

How is this possible? It’s simple, really. Our products are engineered to complete the most specific holemaking 
applications in the fewest number of steps possible. If you are currently using 4 tools to finish one step in a part, 
Allied Machine can find a way to combine those 4 tools into 1, reducing your inventory and cycle time per part. If 
you’re having difficulty drilling a certain material, Allied Machine will engineer a solution to make that application a 
success.

It’s just what we do.

Take, for example, the following results from a very real customer in a very real situation.

The Allied Machine Advantage  
In this application Allied Machine increased tool life by 300% 
while producing holes with superior finish, ultimately saving our 
customer thousands per year by eliminating scrap altogether.

Hole Finish
The previous process resulted in higher monthly scrap costs due 
to unacceptable hole finish and insert failure. The Allied insert 
produced parts with excellent finish and eliminated scrap.

Chip Control 
Allied’s special geometry T-A® insert produced extremely man-
ageable chips, which dramatically improved chip evacuation 
and hole finish.
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Tool Room Solutions
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Original T-A® Product Line
Replaceable Tip Drilling System
Dia. Range: 9.5 - 160.00 mm

AccuThread 856®
Solid Carbide and Indexable Threadmills

Criterion Boring Systems
Modular/Micro Adjustable Boring Solutions

ALVAN® Reamers
Monobloc, Replaceable Head, and Ring Style Reamers

Drill / chamfer / back chamfer with one tool

Designed to your specific part

Available in various pilot diameters

 

Shortened length for rigidity

Through coolant

Custom form T-A® insert

Complete multiple steps in one operation

i-Form inserts to create chamfer / counterbore / chamfer

Replaceable inserts to reduce cost

Reduces number of tools required to produce lug holes

Indexable and replaceable inserts to reduce cost

Designed to your specific part

Drill / chamfer / spot in one operation

Indexable and replaceable inserts to reduce cost

Custom shank to your specific need

T-A® Wheel Hub Drill

T-A® Special Holder and Insert

T-A® Special i-Form Holder

T-A® Rim Drill

T-A® Special 2 Step Holder

Guided bearing area for improved hole straightness

Replaceable insert to reduce inventory costs associated with 
gundrilling

Faster speeds and feeds

Longer tool life

Geometries designed to drill your materials

Adjustable slot pin for T-A® insert to reduce TIR for improved 
finish and tool life

Guided wear pads for hole straightness

Triple coolant through design aids in deep hole drilling and 
chip evacuation

 

Drill and form the Cylinder Head Valve Seats

Replaceable inserts to reduce cost

Custom shank to your specific need

Drills cylinderhead bolt holes

Custom shank to your specific need

Replaceable insert to reduce tooling cost

Spark plug hole - Fine Bore

Adjustable carbide allows for diameter adjustment

Custom shank to your specific need

Indexable insert to reduce cost

Special Length Guided T-A®

Special Guided T-A ®Holder

T-A® Special i-Form HolderT-A® Special Holder

Special IC Drill

Did you know...
Advances in diesel, petrol and bio-diesel technologies not 

only make road transport more efficient, but also require 

new manufacturing solutions to ensure that innovative 

designs can be put into production. If it has wheels, an 

internal combustion engine and a hydraulic system, then 

the chances are that AMEC® tooling has been used in the 

production process.


